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Abstract 

In this research at the first complexes were optimized. NBO calculations and NMR for 

the complexes were carried out at the B3LYP/6-31G*quantum chemistry level. Different 

parameters such as energy levels, the amount of Chemical Shift in different atoms, the 

amount of HOMO/LUMO, chemical potential (µ ), chemical hardness (η), Formazan 

dyes have become important reactive dyes for cotton. Formazan dyes are also used in 

analytical chemistry because of the high color intensity of many of their metal complexes. 

The chemistry of formazans was first exploited in 1962 by MacDonald to produce color 

photographs [1].The complexes assume a planar tetragonal structure so that two 

monodentate ligands can occupy free coordination sites at the apices of an octahedron. 

The copper complex of 1,5-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-3-cyanoformazan probably  exists as 

tricyclic structure (Fig 1) because of the increased acidity of the phenolic hydroxyl group. 

Metal complexes of tri- and tetra dentate formazans are much more stable. At last the data 

in tables and graphs and shapes were compared and discussed. 
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 1. Introduction 

In this report the studies have been done on Cu complexes of industrial dyes formazan. The ligands in the 

16C  position have been changed with the different groups. And then it has been researched about produced 

changes in Hartree Fock energy and stabilities of complexes, The energy of HOMO and LUMO orbital 

,dipole moment, distance bond, bond angles, in the same bonds in the complexes and finally the amount 

coefficient factor of p orbital in &   bonds of complexes are studied. All calculations have been done in 

gas phase. The calculations for , , ,C H N O atoms have been performed by the standard 6 31 *G basis set, 

and for Cu standard LANL2DZ basis sets have been considered. The natural bond orbital analyses have 

been performed in the GAUSSIAN 98  [1-9]. 

 

Fig 1. Cu complexes of industrial dyes formazan  

2. Computational details 

  All Computations are performed by means of GAUSSIAN 03 packing [9]. Geometries for all compounds 

are computed by means of the density functional theory (DFT) with Beckeʼs three-parameter functional 

(B3) plus Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP) correlation functional. For all atoms, the standard 6-31G basis set is 

utilized. The structures of Cu complexes were designed primarily using of Gauss View 5.0.8 and nanotube 

modeler 1.3.0.3 soft wares. The interaction effects of Fluoxetine on Fullerene were investigated   

 through attachment to three different base positions. All these calculations are done under the assumption 

of standard state of gas phase, pressure of 1 atmosphere, and temperature of 25 degrees centigrade. The 

calculations are performed, using a Pentium 4 PC with a Windows 7 OS and a Core i5 processor.  

3. Results 

In this study, fluoxetine drug and its 3 fullerene derivatives investigated. The related structures are named 

in the following way:  
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The results showed that the calculated  

Table1. Optimized bond length of C16-X and E(RHF) of formazan 

 

Table 2. HOMO & LUMO orbitals Energies ,bond distance &bond angels (angstroms and degrees).The 

hybridizing coefficient of selected dond calculated by NBO method at the levels of HF/6-31G(d) 
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Table3.bond distance &bond angels (angstroms and degree) 

 

Table 4.The hybridizing coefficient of selected dond calculated by NBO method at the levels of HF/6-

31G(d) 
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